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CHAIRMAN’S	NOTES	•	NOVEMBER	2013	

Autumn has painted our forestry from a palette rich in red, gold, orange and myriad shades 
between. 

What a marvelous way of reminding us that Remembrance Day is nearing; and that we should 
take the time to visit a cenotaph or other commemorative observance.  Stop for those few 
moments of silence and honour those frightfully young people who fought for our freedoms; if 
you find yourself close to a veteran please take the time to offer him/her your thanks. 

BOMBER	COMMAND	CLASP	
I have received many questions on eligibility for the Bomber Command Clasp. It 
was recently introduced to recognize Bomber Command Aircrew and the horrific 
conditions under which they served. Of all military service units – Army, Navy, 
and Air Force – Bomber Command suffered the highest rate of death and injury; 
yet aircrews persisted night after night in their task. The Clasp also offers late 
atonement for the government’s postwar snub in public recognition of Bomber 
Command service...these brave young men were political pawns in an enduring and 
sometimes nasty discourse on the efficacy and rectitude of the campaign itself. 

Canada’s Bomber Command Clasp, worn on the Canadian Volunteer Service 
Medal ribbon, is similar to others of the British Commonwealth; all require that an 
applicant have flown at least one operation in Bomber Command.  2nd TAF MBA 
members that qualify are those who flew operationally before 01 June 1943; that 
was the date 2 Group RAF left Bomber Command to become the Second Tactical 
Air Force under Fighter Command.  Later that same month Fighter Command 
became ‘Air Defence of Great Britain’ and Second Tactical Air Force was made a 
separate command. 

We will remember them. 

Cheers, 

Aerographics image 



 

LAST	POST	
‘DICK’ LEVY • PILOT • 180 SQUADRON 

George V. Smith reports from Australia: 

Richard N. ‘Dick’ Levy died peacefully in Bendigo, Victoria on 02 August 
2013, after suffering a severe stroke; he was aged 89 years. He is survived by 
Barbara, his wife of 62 years, his children Belinda, Christopher, David and 
Andrew, their partners and five grandchildren. 

Dick was born and bred in Bendigo and, after college, joined the family 
brewery company as an office boy until October 1942 when, at 18 years, he 
volunteered for aircrew in the RAAF. He trained as a Pilot in Australia, 

graduating in July ’43 and was posted to the UK. Dick was at a Wellington OTU, being 
channeled through the Bomber Command stream, when recalled from leave to be posted to 13 
OTU Finmere where he and his crew, Peter Barratine Nav/B, Tony Hendrick and Bernard Hawnt 
AGs, met the B-25 Mitchell and became part of 2 Group, 2nd TAF. They were posted to 180 
Squadron Melsbroek in Nov ‘44 and flew the first of 49 Operations on 03 Dec. They remained 
with the Squadron until Jul ‘45 at Achmer. Dick returned to Australia in Oct ’45. 

He rejoined Cohn Bros Brewery Co, working first in the factory for experience before moving to 
sales, Sales Manager and, in 1955, director of the company. Dick continued in general 
management of the group’s various companies until retirement in 1988. He was a great 
community worker through ‘Legacy’, an organization to assist families of deceased veterans, for 
many years. Other interests were the Musical Advancement Society, Field Naturalists Club, and 
of course, fishing. 

Dick and I had regular contact over the years since the war, and he was forever amazed that he 
and his crew were blessed to survive especially when he recalled instances like being out on an 
operation on 01 Jan 45 when Luftwaffe fighters visited Melsbroek [Operation Bodenplatte] and 
being part of the Bocholt raid in March ’45 when 180 Squadron suffered tragic losses. He had 
fond memories of the British families with whom he was billeted through the Lady Francis 
Ryder Scheme, and with whom he kept contact post war. He was a proud member of the 
Medium Bombers Association. 

Dick Levy was a gentleman in every essence of the word. 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 



AN	AIR	GUNNER	REMEMBERS	
Jay Snow • AG • 107/180 

1981 Remembrance Day Legion Address 

November 11 is a special day. It is time for memories; a time to 
remember; a time to place past events into perspective…a time to 
reflect and think of their significance. 

The values of caring, of supporting one another. The ideals and 
concern for others that brought us all into this comradeship of having 
served a greater cause - the cause of humanity threatened by evil forces 
running roughshod over Europe. 

I naturally turned to reflections of my part in these events. The 
recruiting officer who said: “If you have your tonsils out we might 
accept you - but this is no guarantee” - they accepted me. 

Flt Sgt Blandell at Brandon who made you realize that yes and no were 
really “yes, Flight” and “no, Flight.” Three haircuts in two days until 
we resembled Cochise on the warpath. 

The mud and strange food as a security guard at RAF Carberry. The waiting and expectation of 
being selected for Aircrew. Sharing Edmonton Municipal Airport with recycled Fairey Battles 
and bush fliers. The delicious butterflies in your midriff when you were left in total possession of 
a Tiger Moth and casually told to “Take her around and pick me up here” by an instructor who 
likely shared your butterflies. 

The awful silence at Saskatoon when your Cessna 
Crane didn’t survive landing in a heavy cross wind. 

Then came the opportunity to have W/C Denton 
Massey tell you that you were not a washout but 
only a square peg in a round hole. 

You recall volunteering as a straight Air Gunner so 
that you could get moving again.  You remember 
the return of self esteem when you discover that 
firing an old Lewis gun from the ‘back porch’ of a 
Fairey Battle rewarded you with pretty high drogue 
scores. 

F/O Jay Snow • AG • 107/180
Photo: Jay Snow via Peter Snow 

Fairey Battle; note the “back Porch” Air Gunner 
station.    Photo: John Shepherd (107 Sqn via Russ Legross) 



Your first sea voyage was in the bowels of an armed merchant cruiser running alone through the 
stormy seas of the North Atlantic to Scotland. 

Your discovery on the train from Gourock to Bournemouth that hard-tack did exist and was 
merely petrified soda crackers. You find that kippered herring fortified with impervious porridge 
is a highly favored English breakfast menu. 

Further gunnery training reveals that a Wellington could perform a loop if the pilot’s name was 
Morowski and he wore Polish flashes on his shoulder. 

A posting to 107 Squadron RAF and its 
Bostons made you a part of Fighter 
Command. 

Here you discover that you are a colonial. 
This of course led to the immediate 
establishment of one hut as Canada house. 
Bunking privileges were strictly limited to 
Canucks, Aussies and Kiwis - a slight 
deviation from this rule allowed an 
occasional scruffy Englishman with 
Scottish ancestors to apply. 

It is here that you discover that a circus really has nothing to do with elephants but was RAF 
terminology for a dozen Bostons and numerous fighters flying into the bright sunlight over 
occupied Europe to coax the Hun into the air. 

Your memory goes back to seeing a copy of ‘Wings Abroad’ with a picture of Bob Zabell 
standing on the wing of a Spitfire. You often wonder as Spits and Bostons rendezvous over 
Beachey Head if some of the escort is from home. 

You remember the courage and stubbornness of the 100 pound gunner from a small Quebec farm 
who carried an airsick bag on every flight and yet volunteered for every shorthanded crew. 

You recall the grief of a Polish Squad Leader when a FW 190 penetrated the high cover of his 
Spitfire squadron to destroy the Boston on your wing. The instant retribution when he was 
followed to his own destruction by your close escort. 

You think of the comic relief of the action of your rookie observer who held his parachute pack 
in front of his face during a headlong fighter attack. 

You remember the long line of latrines outside the briefing room and why they were there. 

107 Squadron RAF A‐20 Bostons                photo: John Shepherd 



You recall the readiness of our crews to search the channel for casualties of the high heavy 
bomber raids - the irony of searching for your own squadron mates when they failed to return 
from a sea-search. 

Your memory goes back to tweaking Jerry’s beak by flying up and down the Dutch coast to 
activate the defenses on Hitler’s birthday and ruin the birthday celebrations of the Dutch 
Quislings. You recall the exhilaration of scooting for Norfolk minutes ahead of the Jerry fighters 
alerted to greet you 

You recall the seemingly slow, lazy ascent of tracers from light Ack-Ack and relief as it fell 
away below you. 

You recall the cold calm you learned to muster as you made your way through the smoke and 
shock waves of heavy flak that did reach your altitude. 

You remember the feeling of helplessness seeing a disabled Spit appear to hang motionless on a 
dead prop. You wonder if a Spit could glide from Dunkirk to England from 10,000 feet. You see 
an open parachute and wonder if he would be spared to reach the earth. 

The satisfaction of a direct hit on the whale oil factory ship Solingen reminds you of seeing Dick 
Kinsey in a pub at Kings Lynn. You remember that he was sporting the symbol of the caterpillar 
club.

You recall the Dieppe raid and the 
feeling of comradeship you had for 
those below as you attempt to destroy 
heavy guns and tank concentrations.

You don’t mind when our own navy 
opens fire on our return. They were in 
deep trouble and entitled to shoot from 
the hip. 

You recall the mind and body-numbing 
tour as an instructor at an O.T.U. 

You are back with the 2 Tactical Air 
Force and Mitchells. The Canadian 
Army is held up at Caen. You go in at 3 
A.M. and hope your “black box” performs and that Jerry receives the gift that you have aboard 
for him. Your pride and satisfaction at supporting your own comrades is the same as your 

107 Squadron briefing for Dieppe Raid.                IWM photo 



thoughts and feelings at Dieppe. You return to base on one engine and lose the other at 400 feet! 
The Mitchell suddenly becomes a streamlined brick. 

You are privileged to share a military hospital with the wounded from the invasion front. You 
think your part of the war has been a piece of cake as your ward fills with wounded from the 
Chaudière Regiment from Montreal. You are glad that they are Canadians and proud that you are 
too.

You realize your fighting days are over when the Warrant Officer from stores invites you to 
reduce your kit. You leave your woolen underwear and clumsy electric gloves and vest. You 
keep your .45, sheepskin jacket and escape boots.

You recall the somber moments at sea when 
the hospital ship Lady Nelson stops in the 
bright calm of the south Atlantic and a 
soldier who will not grow old is buried at 
sea. You marvel and wonder about life 
aboard. You don’t envy the navy as the tiny 
corvettes escort you into Halifax through 
towering seas. 

You return to Canada and politics and a 
look at the other side of the war. 

Now you realize that the war years were 
brief - that they molded and changed. You 
contemplate the purpose of your service. It was for Canada. You think of the present and the 
seemingly timeless conflict between regions. You think of service for Canada again and realize 
that our nation is not Montreal or Ottawa or Edmonton, but an enduring fellowship of those that 
served. You know that these years too will seem brief. We have bonds created by a common 
cause. Threads that will hold together from Debert to Pat Bay. You realize that this is a period of 
growth and know that Canada will endure and thrive.

Comrades, with these thoughts, I salute you and thank you. 

Flying Officer William Jay Snow 
Delivered to Raymond Alberta Branch 
Royal Canadian Legion 
November 11, 1981 

Preparation for traditional Burial at Sea              IWM photo 



B‐25	MITCHELL	SURVIVORS	
David Poissant 

Testimony to the brilliance of North American Aviation Company designs are the many lovingly 
restored and maintained examples of B-25 Mitchells in existence today. 

Every veteran and current-day Mitchell pilot with whom I’ve spoken say the B-25 was/is a treat 
to fly; nimble, responsive, reliable...a steady platform for any of a wide variety of tasks, be it 
bomber, strafer, transport or air show performer. Our veteran members were completely 
unaccustomed to the B-25’s new tricycle gear when they converted to Mitchells, but quickly 
grew to love it; forward visibility was great; they could now see to taxi without zig-zagging. 

There are currently 41 of these graceful aircraft airworthy today, with another 12 now under 
restoration to flying status; a further 52 are on static display in museums and air parks. 

Type/Serial Name Owner Location Comments

B‐25/40‐2168 Miss Hap American Air Power Museum Farmingdale, NY
Was Gen Arnold's personal 
transport

B‐25D/43‐3318 Grumpy Historic Flight Foundation Mulkiteo, WA
Former RCAF KL161. Carries 98 
Sqn RAF markings.

B‐25D/43‐3634 Yankee Warrior Yankee Air Museum Belleville, MI
B‐25H/43‐4106 Barbie III History Flight Inc. Wilmington, DE Stafer/cannon nose

B‐25H/43‐4432 Unnamed
Experimental Aircraft 
Association

Oshkosh, WI

B‐25H/43‐4899 Unnamed Kalamazoo Air Zoo Kalamazoo, MI
Converted to 'J' model with 
strafer nose.

B‐25J/43‐27868 Yellow Rose Yellow Rose Squadron San Marcos, TX Former Catch‐22 aircraft.
B‐25J/43‐28058 Apache Princess Fantasy of Flight  Polk City, FL

B‐25J/43‐28204 Pacific Princess Aero Trader Chino, CA 
Former Catch‐22 aircraft. Flew 
off USS Constellation for movie 
Pearl Harbor.

B‐25J/43‐35972 Maid in the Shade Commemorative Air Force Mesa, AZ 15 combat missions
B‐25J/44‐28199 In The Mood Bob Lumbard Rialto, CA Flew in film 'Pearl Harbor'
B‐25J/44‐28866 Champaign Gal Champaign Aviation Museum Urbana, OH

B‐25J/44‐28925 How 'Boot That!? Cavanaugh Flight Museum Addison, TX
80+ combat missions. Flew in 
Catch‐22 as 'Tokyo Express'.

B‐25J/44‐28932 Tondelayo Collings Foundation Houston, TX
B‐25J/44‐28938 Old Glory John Ward Stockton, CA
B‐25J/44‐29465 Guardian of Freedom Martin Aviation Newport Beach, CA

B‐25J/44‐29507 Sarinah
Royal Netherlands AF History 
Flight

Eindhoven, 
Netherlands

B‐25J/44‐29869 Miss Mitchell
American Airpower Heritage 
Flying Museum

Midland, TX

B‐25J/44‐29939 Briefing Time Mid Atlantic Air Museum Middleton, PA Former Catch‐22 aircraft.
B‐25J/44‐30129 Unnamed Military Air Museum Virginia Beach, VA
B‐25J/44‐30254 Buster Flying Heritage Collection Everett, WA Former RCAF 5211
B‐25J/44‐30423 Photo Fanny Planes of Fame Air Museum Chino, CA Flew in 'Forever Young'

B‐25 MITCHELL SURVIVORS • AIRWORTHY



‘Airworthy’ cont’d... 
Type/Serial Name Owner Location Comments

B‐25J/44‐30456 Russian Ta Get Ya Rod Lewis (Lewis Air Legends) San Antonio, TX
Former 'Silver Lady'. WWII 
Russian paint scheme

B‐25J/44‐30606 Tootsie Ted Melsheimer Carson City, NV
Strafer nose. Was aka 'Bat Out 
of Hell'

B‐25J/44‐30734 Panchito Rag Wings & Radials Wilmington, DE 
B‐25J/44‐30748 Heavenly Body Mike Pupich Burbank, CA Former Catch‐22 aircraft.

B‐25J/44‐30801 Executive Sweet
American Aeronautical 
Foundation

Camarillo, CA Flew in Catch‐22 (Vestal Virgin)

B‐25J/44‐30823 Pacific Prowler Vintage Flying Museum Fort Worth, TX
Former Catch‐22 aircraft. Was 
aka 'Girls Rule' & 'Top Secret'.

B‐25J/44‐30832 Take‐Off Time Claire Aviation Wilmington, DE Was aka 'Can Do' & 'Buck U"
B‐25J/44‐31385 Show Me Commemorative Air Force St. Charles, MO
B‐25J/44‐86734 Special Delivery Lone Star Flight Museum Galveston, TX
B‐25J/44‐86758 Devil Dog Commemorative Air Force Georgetown, TX Strafer nose
B‐25J/44‐86777 Georgie's Gal Liberty Aviation Museum Port Clinton, OH Formerly 'Martha Jean'
B‐25J/44‐86893 Red Bull Aircraft Guarantee Corp Salzburg, Austria
B‐25J/44‐86785 Georgia Mae Wiley Saunders Truck Lines Troy, AL

B‐25J/44‐86791
Unnamed. 'Thumbs 
up' tiger nose art

Yanks Air Museum Chino, CA
Was static display at Australian 
War Memorial, Canberra

B‐25J/44‐86797 Ol Grey Mare Hans Lauridsen Carefree, AZ
B‐25J/45‐8835 Betty's Dream Texas Flying Legends Houston, TX Strafer nose

B‐25J/45‐8883 Hot Gen! Canadian Warplane Heritage Hamilton, ON
Carries 98 Sqn RAF markings. 
Strafer nose

B‐25J/45‐8884 Lady Luck Lady Luck LLC Blaine, MN
Former CWH aircraft; was aka 
'Death Watch' & 'Georgia Girl'.

B‐25J/45‐8898 Axis Nightmare Tri‐State Museum Cincinatti, OH

B‐25J/44‐29127 Unnamed Undisclosed new owner Columbus, MS
At Tide Aircraft for restoration 
to flying

B‐25J/44‐30203 Unnamed Pacific Coast Air Museum Santa Rosa, CA Under restoration to flying.  

B‐25J/44‐30210
Unnamed; former 
'Big Bad Bonnie'

Undisclosed new owner Chino, CA
At Aero Trader for restoration 
to flying.

B‐25J/44‐30627 Unnamed Mitchell Aircraft Components Chino, CA Under restoration to flying.  
B‐25J/44‐30733 Sandbar Mitchell Warbirds of Glory Brighton, MI Under restoration to flying
B‐25J/44‐30756 Unnamed Southwest Aircraft Fairacres, NM Under restoration to flying.  

B‐25J/44‐30761 Unnamed Undisclosed new owner Chino, CA
At Aero Trader for restoration 
to flying.

B‐25J/44‐31173 Unnamed Gustavo N. Passano Argentina Under restoration to flying
B‐25J/44‐86715 Unnamed William R. Klaers Colorado Springs, CO Under restoration to flying.  

B‐25J/44‐86725 Super Rabbit Brent Hisey Bethany, OK
Former RCAF 5243. Under 
restoration to flying.

B‐25J/44‐86844 Unnamed Training Services Virginia Beach, VA Under restoration to flying.  

B‐25J/44‐86698 Sunday Punch Fagen Fighters Granite Falls, MN
RCAF 5248. At Aero Trader for 
restoration to flying.

B‐25 MITCHELL SURVIVORS • UNDER RESTORATION TO AIRWORTHY

Mitchells on static display: Australia (1), Brazil (3), Canada (4), Ecuador (1), Indonesia (3), 
Mexico (3), Netherlands (2), Papua New Guinea (2), Russia (1), Spain (1), UK (2), USA (27), 
Venezuela (2). 



A	FEW	AIRWORTHY	MITCHELL	FAVORITES	

‘Grumpy’ • Historic Flight Foundation • Paul Buckles photo 

   
                    ‘Buster’ • Flying Heritage Collection                              ‘Hot Gen!’ • Cdn Warplane Heritage • Koolshots photo 

    
        ‘Russian Ta Get Ya’ • Lewis Air Legends • Lewis photo             ‘Sarinah’ • Royal Netherlands • Wings Over Europe photo 

    
             ‘Old Glory’ • John Ward • Tom Bricker photo                                                    ‘Pacific Princess’ • Aero Trader 
 







MITCHELLS	OF	HANOVER	STREET	
David Poissant 

May of 1978 saw five American-registered B-25J Mitchells, after 
flying the North Atlantic, arrive at England’s Luton Airport to 
prepare for the filming of ‘Hanover Street’, a love story with a 
WWII background, starring Harrison Ford and Lesley-Anne 
Down. 

After being repainted in the appropriate olive drab and grey, 
having required turrets and guns installed and nose art applied, 
they moved to Bovingdon, an aerodrome north of London built in 
the early stages of WWII.  

The five subject Mitchells did little flying at Bovingdon, the 
location being used primarily for the filming of ground sequences. 
In flight-line activity the B-25s looked very much the part of 
wartime bombers, even though the type was not used 

operationally by the USAAF from Britain. Bovingdon had also been used for the filming of The 
War Lover, 633 Squadron, and Mosquito Squadron.

Mitchells of Hanover Street photo spread June ‘79 issue of ‘Air Classics’. Photos by Denis Calvert, KR Perks, Henry Nield 



At the end of May the Mitchells were flown to the former RAF Little Rissington in 
Gloucestershire for the main flying sequences. Little Rissington was opened in 1938 and closed 
in 1994. Throughout WWII it accommodated No. 6 Service Flying Training School and No. 8 
Maintenance Unit. It was once home to the Central flying School as well as the Red Pelicans and 
the Red Arrows aerobatic teams. 

With the filming of Hanover Street complete (was released in September ’79), British aviation 
enthusiasts hoped that at least two of the B-25s would remain permanently. One did (‘Marvelous 
Miriam’) and is currently on display at RAF Museum Hendon. The fates of the B-25Js used in 
the film are: 

Amazing Andrea (44-86701) Civil Registration N7681C: 
 Flew in ‘Catch-22’ 1968-69 
 Flew in ‘Hanover Street’ as Amazing Andrea
 Abandoned in France after film work completed in 1978 
 Restored to display status by Musée de l’Aire, Paris-Le Bourget in 1979 
 Destroyed in Museum hangar fire 17 May 1990. 

Big Bad Bonnie (44-30210) Civil Registration N9455Z: 
 Flew in ‘Hanover Street’ as Big Bad Bonnie
 Stored Blackbushe and Dublin 1978-81 
 Operated by Jeff Hawke/Mitchell Flight, Cranfield 1981-83 
 Forced landing after engine failure, Aix-en-Provence, France July 1982 
 Abandoned, Avignon, France, 1982-83 
 Warplane Flying Group, Wellesbourne 

Montford, 1983 
 Ferried From UK to Chino, California Aug 

1, 1986 
 Displayed under loan to USAF Museum 

March Air Force Base 1987-90 
 Partial revision to B-25B configuration, 

Military Aircraft Restoration Corp 1991-
Recent

 Sold to undisclosed new owner. Now in 
Aero Trader hangar awaiting restoration. 

Brenda’s Boys (44-29121) Civil Registration N86427: 
 Flew in ‘Hanover Street’ as Brenda’s Boys
 Damaged during filming of movie ‘Cuba’, abandoned Malaga, Spain 1979-1984 

‘Big Bad Bonnie’ in Aero Trader hangar 19 July 2013
Photo: Scott Thompson (aerovintage.com)



 Restored to display by Museo del Air, Cuatro Vientos AB, Madrid, Spain 1985; currently 
displayed as Ejertico del Air/41-30338/74-17 

Gorgeous George-Ann (44-30925) Civil Registration N9494Z: 
 Flew in ‘Catch-22’ as Laden Maiden 1968-69 
 Flew in ‘Hanover Street’ as Gorgeous George-Ann
 Stored at Blackbushe after filming 1978-82 
 Trucked from Blackbushe to Wellesbourne 

Montford Oct 1982 
 Trucked to Coventry and stored 1985-94 
 World Wide Aircraft Ltd Aug 1995 

(removed from US civil registry) 
 Aces High, North Weald Aug 18, 1995-98. 

o Registered as G-BWGR 
o Stored, dismantled 

 David Copely/Imperial Aviation Group, 
North Coutes, UK 1998-2001 

o Stored pending restoration to 
airworthy 

 Brussels Air Museum, Belgium 2005 
o Currently under restoration to display. 

Marvelous Miriam (44-29336) Civil Registration 
N9115Z:
 Flew in ‘Catch-22’ as 6M 1968-69
 Flew in ‘Hanover Street’ as Marvelous Miriam
 Doug Arnold/Warbirds of GB Ltd, Blackbushe 

June 1979-82 
 RAF Museum Hendon, October 25, 1982 

o Arrived disassembled for restoration 
o Currently displayed as USAAF/34037 

More complete history of each aircraft, back to delivery to USAAF, can be viewed on the 
Warbird Registry website: http://www.warbirdregistry.org/b25registry/b25registry.html

The summary of the filming of ‘Hanover Street’ is taken from an article in the June, 1979 issue 
of Air Classics Magazine. 

The former ‘Gorgeous George‐Ann’ upon her arrival at the 
new Brussels Air Museum shop at Gembloux; May 2013. 

‘Marvelous Miriam’ in her new colours at the RAF 
Museum Hendon        photo: Michael Baldock 



BEER	ME,	IT’S	A	MITCHELL	
Dick Levy • P • 180 

One of my ‘Legacy’ mates, a Vietnam Veteran, regularly sends me interesting emails about 
unusual aircraft. One he sent described a Spitfire MkIX fitted out to carry beer casks instead of 
extra fuel tanks. Beer for the troops in Normand after D-Day. The British Department of Duty 
and Excise found out and the operation was cancelled, as no excise duty was paid on the beer; 
needless to say, the operation continued by other means and the troops got their beer. 

This reminded me of the experience, long forgotten, of my 180 Squadron Mitchells in 2nd TAF. 
We were transferred to Germany near Osnabruck, late in May of ’45, becoming part of the 
occupation forces, and had the ‘luxury’ of living under canvas. Naturally food was plentiful, but 
beer was not. A Mitchell had its bomb bay fitted to carry beer casks and regularly the aircraft 
would fly off, returning with a valuable cargo of 
British beer. No one ever queried where the beer 
came from! Flying high enough would have the 
effect of refreshing and cooling the beer, making it 
ready for consumption on arrival...and a safe 
landing was essential. Can you imagine a bad 
landing and consequent dropping of the beer on the 
runway?

On one occasion the anticipated aircraft returned 
safely back to base and as usual the aircrew left the 
aircraft for the relevant personnel to take charge of 
the valuable cargo. 

There were shouts of dismay from the roistered beer handlers: “The bomb bay doors are open; 
where’s the bloody beer?” Somewhere along the track, the beer must have broken away from the 
racks in the bomb bay and instead of dropping bombs, they bombed with beer! We still wonder 
where...

...and	from	Reg	Day’s	Museum...	
At Dunsfold, a very officious local Bobby came onto the airfield in search of a miscreant; while 
asking where his ‘victim’ could be found he approached a ‘Beer Mitchell’ being loaded for 
Melsbroek and was told that if he walked very carefully ‘round the peri track in the other 
direction he might find his quarry. Off he went and by some mischance, the bicycle that he left 
behind before beginning his walk, was loaded into the bomb bay along with the barrels. 

Anyone riding a very ancient bike in the Brussels area should not bring it to the UK; ‘cold cases’ 
are popular, at least on TV. 

226 Sqn quaffers...different squadron, same intent!
Wilf Stanger photo 



LAMB	ON	LAMB	
Ian Lamb & Peter Jenner 

Reg Lamb was a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner (WAG) with 180 Squadron; he died on the 54th

anniversary of D-Day. On the D-Day he was operational over the beaches, in a Mitchell piloted 
by F/S Pilkington his pilot for all but two of his ops, Jimmy James (Gunner) and Ken Tilston 
(Nav/B). He described that flight: “It was a remarkable sight to fly over the invasion armada.” 

Reg’s training was all in England, says 
his son Ian Lamb, at 14 AG course 
Mona (gunnery), ‘D’ Flight at 13 OTU 
Bicester (radio) and I only found the 
page on his Mitchell conversion course 
the other day that said he was on ‘G’ 
Flight, 13 OTU Finmere, where he flew 
in 5 different Mitchells: FW103, 
FW133, FW136, FL195 & HD367. 

He was posted to 98 Squadron Dunsfold 
03 May 44 where he flew just 2 ops: 04 
May 44 (FW109 ‘D’) against a Noball 
at Moyenville and on 07 May 44 
(FV976 ‘L’) attacking the Marshalling 
Yards at Cambrai, before moving down the ‘drome to 180 Squadron on 10 May 44 with his 
crew. After 36½ ops with 180 Reg was transferred to Telecommunications Flying Unit (TFU) at 
Defford, Worcestershire on 13 Sep 44, flying aircraft the likes of Wimpys, Forts and Liberators. 
He stayed with TFU until 21 Feb 46. 

Reg and crew flew 2 raids on 20 Jun 44 on the Moyenville noball site. On the first, Mitchell 
FW998 received a direct flak hit, crashed and exploded in the target area; S/L P.R. Ford (P), 
W/O G. Lister (Nav/B), F/S R.A. Newman (AG), F/O W. Kirk (WAG) and F/S J.K. Stenhouse 
(AG) were all killed. Of the second raid, Ian says “Well blow me down, there in the ORB details 
for the day it spoke of aircraft FL217 being hit over the target then safely belly-landing back at 
base (Dunsfold). It then went on to list the crew and Dad’s name was in it. This corresponds with 
his entry for that day in his log book.” 

Dad told me of an incident in his turret: Crews were issued American flak vests; they were bulky 
so Dad used to sit on his rather than wear it. They were on an op when Dad heard a loud bang 
near him following a flak burst; he looked around but didn’t see anything. When they got back to 
base, he unfastened the turret sling seat and picked up his flak vest when a piece of flak about 10 
ins long fell out onto the floor, next to the hole it had come through, directly under the turret. 
Thank God he was sitting on the flak vest or we both wouldn’t be here! 



WHEN THE RCAF HAD A NAVY 
From an article by BGen (Ret’d) Terry Leversedge • RCAF History 

On May 2, 1944, off the east coast of Canada, buffeted by wind and waves, soaked, shivering 
and miserable from the cold, the pilot of a ditched Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Hurricane 
fighter sat alone in his small dinghy and peered anxiously through the mist and rain for some 
signs of a rescuer. 

With darkness fast approaching and the wind rising, he realized only too well that spending the 
night alone on the inhospitable North Atlantic was a risky and potentially deadly business. Then, 
barely audible at first, over the sound of the wind and water, came the faint throaty growl of 
powerful engines. Moments later, the RCAF High-Speed rescue Launch (HSL), M-407 Abadik, 
came alongside. 

Soon another grateful friend of the ‘Air Force’s navy’ was wrapped in blankets, sipping a hot 
drink, thankful to be safe and ready to fly again. This story was to be repeated numerous times 
by the HSLs of the RCAF Marine Section. 

Formal search and rescue (SAR) simply did not exist in Canada before the Second World War. 
Usually the best response available to any distress was the gallant efforts of whatever vessel or 
aircraft happened to be in the area at the time. They would simply respond to the emergency as 
best they could. 

With the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP) in action, the volume of flying 
increased tremendously, as did flying accidents; the 
RCAF conducted search operations using whatever 
aircraft, vessels and personnel that could be spared 
from their primary operational or training roles. 
Dedicated rescue equipment became an urgent 
requirement. 

In May 1940, Hubert Scott-Paine of the Canadian 
Power Boat Company (CPBC), the Canadian 
subsidiary of the British Power Boat Company, 
arranged for a prototype model of the 40-foot 
armoured target boat (ATB) to be shipped from 
England for review by the RCAF Marine Section 
officials. Later, on July 16, 1940, the prototype Private Venture model of a 70-foot motor 
torpedo boat also arrived from England for review by both RCN and RCAF officers. 

RCAF high‐speed  launch M‐235  ‘Huron’ speeds  to a 
rescue.      Library and Archives photo PA‐1179567. 



CPBC then tendered a proposal to the newly-formed Department of Munitions and Supply in 
Ottawa, for six 71-foot HSLs and six 40-foot ATBs for the Air Force, and 12 71-foot MTBs for 
the Navy. The HSLs and the MTBs were both based on Scott-Paine’s 70-foot Private Venture 
design.

The HSLs were to become the “glamour boats” of the RCAF; they were built primarily from 
African mahogany and were powered by two Packard-built Rolls-Royce Merlin engines of 1,350 
horsepower, making them capable of speeds up to 45 knots. They were equipped with .50 calibre 
machine guns, mounted in a single, Perspex-enclosed Dewandre turret, similar to an aircraft gun 
turret. 

 

Of the six new HSLs, two went to the Eastern Air Command at Dartmouth, N.S., and four to 
Western Air Command in Vancouver 

The six ATBs were each powered with three 110 hp engines, allowing a top speed of 26 knots, 
these 40-foot mahogany boats were intended to be armour-plated to withstand a standard 11-lb 
practice bomb and were therefore planned to be used as “live targets”. In practice, however, the 
armour plate was never fitted and these beautiful boats were primarily used for utility work or 
towing targets. 

MTB1M‐234 Montagnais was one the six high speech rescue launches acquired by the RCAF. 
Note the Dewandre machine gun turret installation.   Library and Archives photo PA‐177524 



The RCAF Marine Section worked extremely hard throughout the war years; fortunately with 
few major mishaps and personnel losses. Several vessels suffered severe damage but fortunately 
were able to be repaired and returned to service. The M-208 Nootka suffered a collision with the 
U.S. Navy stores ship ‘Pontiac’, which, at 2,321 tons, was considerably larger than the 40-ton 
Nootka. In the collision, the stern of the Nootka 
was completely sheared off. The vessel was 
repaired at the marine squadron in Dartmouth. 

One of the Nootka’s sister ships, M-233 
Abanaki, suffered an explosion caused by a 
propane leak. The wheelhouse was effectively 
destroyed by the force of the blast. Fortunately, 
there were no injuries and the vessel was also 
repaired and returned to service.  

The HSLs figured in many searches and several 
high-seas rescues during and after the war until 
their eventual retirement.  

M‐208 ‘Nootka’ (above, left) in better days.  Right is M‐447 ‘Nictak’; as of June ’44 was used to search for downed 
aircraft, target towing and range patrol duties out of Black’s Harbour, NB. One notable rescue occurred 22/23 Aug 
44 when  she was  sent  to  search  for  survivors of a  submarine attack. Her  crew  located and  rescued all 41  crew 
members of  ‘SS  James Miller’, an 1,800  ton US‐registered vessel  found  in 30  feet of water with decks awash; all 
landed safely at Black’s Harbour with no injuries.                                                     DND photos via Terry Leversedge/Chris Larsen

Postwar, civilians purchased several of these RCAF vessels and, after extensive conversion, they 
remained sailing the British Columbia coast for several decades more as private yachts. 

M‐208 ‘Nootka’, with her stern sheared off, after collision 
with USS Pontiac.      DND photo. 



THE	GOLDFISH	CLUB	
David Poissant • edited from www.thegoldfishclub.co.uk 

The rubber company, PB Cow, originated in 1826.  Mr Cow was a great inventor and innovator; 
not only in rubber.  His book ‘Cow on Boats’ featured illustrations of amphibious vehicles, 
landing craft and buoyancy aids, trials of which took place in the Boer War. 

By 1938 the company was in difficulty and a new director, C. Renton-Coombes (an Australian) 
was appointed; he set about looking for military contracts and won a trial order for gas masks, 
about the time of Munich. Orders flooded in and within 3 months the firm was employing 300 
women. Meanwhile the head office was experimenting 
with several other wartime requirements; out of this 
came dinghies. The man behind dinghies was Mr. C.A. 
Robertson, Chief Draughtsman of PB Cow; ‘Robbie’ 
was also responsible for the Ministry of Aircraft 
Production Air Sea Rescue Equipment Drawing Office 
that took over the experimental work of the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment that designed ASR equipment 
produced by factories in the UK, Commonwealth and 
USA. 

Many ditched aircrew who owed their lives to the ‘Mae West’ and dinghies visited Robbie at the 
factory to discuss their ‘ditching’ experiences. After hearing their stories Robbie resolved to 
form an official club for Airmen who had survived a wartime ditching.  Such a club would 
enable members to meet and exchange experiences. 

With PB Cow’s financial backing the club was named the Goldfish Club – 
Gold for the value of life, and fish for the sea – and a badge was designed 
showing a white winged Goldfish flying above two symbolic blue waves. Each 
member received a heat sealed membership card and an embroidered badge.  
Due to wartime regulations the production of wire badges was prohibited; but 
an appeal in the Daily Express by William Hickey produced many redundant 
evening suits from which the cloth badges were produced. The badge was 
worn by the Navy on their Mae Wests and in the RAF it was worn under the 
left hand battle dress pocket as dictated by RAF regulations. 

The first real article about the club appeared in the ‘Aeroplane’ magazine on 26 Mar 1943; 
however the spoken word was well ahead, thanks to Wynford Vaughn Thomas of the BBC 
having broadcast an interview with Robbie and two aircrew who had ditched on their first 
operational flight. 

Dinghy drill ‐ Dunsfold ‐ July, 1944
Photo: Hank Hastings via Russ Legross 



News of the club spread rapidly, even to POW camps, and eligible aircrew soon claimed 
membership; cards and badges for POWs were sent to their next of kin. While the Air Ministry 
did not formally acknowledge the club’s existence, Squadron Adjutants began forwarding 
membership applications for their own crews who had qualified. The RAF Intelligence branch 
ran spot checks to ensure no official secrets were divulged in the ditching reports. 

By the end of the war the club had over 9,000 members and further membership was to cease; 
however membership application forms continued to be submitted to PB Cow and it was obvious 
that the spirit of the club very much alive.  Robbie resigned from PB Cow in 1947 to start his 
own business; he retained all the club records so that he could continue the administration at his 
own expense.  In Jan 1951, Raymond Blunt, Editor of the RAFA magazine ‘Airmail’, contacted 
Robbie and published a series of articles on individual wartime ditching experiences. Many 
members wrote in and enquired about the possibility of a reunion dinner. This encouraged 
Robbie and Raymond to organize the first dinner at the ‘The White House Restaurant’ in London 
on 26 May 1951.  The dinner was a great success and it was decided to organize the club on a 
permanent basis. Reunion dinners have been held annually ever since at various locations with 
many distinguished guests. In the early days of the Goldfish Club, the Royal Air Force Reserves 
Club (14 South Street, W1) gave permission to use their premises as a London address and 
Committee Meetings were held there until those facilities closed in 
1970.  Meetings were subsequently held in the RNVR Club, the 
Pathfinder Club and finally the Sesame Club. 

A Club constitution and rules were drawn up to define eligibility for 
membership and all other aspects of administration, and a regular 
newsletter, currently three a year, is published to cover news of social 
activities, new membership details and items of news from members at 
home and overseas. 

In 1955 eight epic stories were gathered together and published under 
the title ‘Down in the Drink’. The author was Ralph Barker and later 
editions were published by Pan Books. 

With 500 current members worldwide, and an annual subscription of just £5, we have become 
too small to enjoy special premises. The Committee members work from their homes on a 
voluntary basis. We exist now as a comradely entity, keeping in touch by means of our 
newsletter and annual get-together. We also remember those gallants of the Air Sea Rescue 
Service who risked, and sometimes gave their lives to enable us to live full lives later. 

If you qualify, and would like to join this unique Club, please contact mikedane@talktalk.net 
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REMEMBRANCE	DAY	

	
	

They	shall	not	grow	old,	as	we	that	are	left	grow	old;	
Age	shall	not	weary	them,	nor	the	years	condemn.	
At	the	going	down	of	the	sun	and	in	the	morning,	

We	will	remember	them.	


